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BY KATIE-HUNTER
social work, spent a month this past··
Five. Xavier students ha~e won Fresummer in Paris. ''It was frustrating
. din Memorial Scholarships for . the
not to be able to understand the
people" said Ewers·. She 'added, "I
'85-'86 academic year. · .. ·
· . The. recipients are: Peter C. Bal-. am defillitt:ly not fluent in French,''
ash·, Gwendolyn M, Ewers~ Kimberly
although.sfle enjoys studying it.
A. Linko, Andrew J. Stentz, and
Ewers said, ·"I think this- experiThomas R.; Wenstrup. These five
ence will really apply to my major.
students will .study the French Ianrhe experience .of becoming a· part
guage and. culture in Paris, France . of another culture will help me in
beginning this summer and coluindealing with other people."
uing the following academic year.
Balash; a junior majoring in ceo:
During the ' summer, they will
nomics, said he had applied for the ..
study French interi~ively, said .Ewers, .. scholarship because, "I want to learn
because ''all of the classes will be
Ft!nchfluently and to go to graduate
taught in French." However, it is .not
school ·in international· relations
· · mandatory to be able to. speak French
where knowiedge of ariother . Ianto win the scholarhsip, statc:d Ewers.
guage is. imperative.'.' Balash. !l·as
Acccording: to Balash, the schol,
been studying French-for five and a
half years; ·
arship will. pay rqorrt, board, ·and
also noted that asa
tuition. ·at'·(he University of _Paris.,
:·' -Thc•.·'students•'· •'
·
ine·, :ex·:,:•c,,:.:J:lecwillC b~~/~~-~~~~~~~:~~J:e~.~~;~;·~~
,· -,;,~.- pe~ses '>~mi-"·""' a••c•;:.,,~---~a•u.<:. Over•the
.
room together, 'but ·· . _the academic year begins, they will be assigned: Fre'nch roommates, said
B~~h.

•,/.

~

Ewers, a ·sophomore majo_ri_ng . m

~

Jl
The lighting of Fou~tain Square Is a Cincinnati· Christmas tradition~ Other decorations around the city are shown
on page 11.
·
· ·

Director of Residence.
...
. Life
names· two .new assistants
.
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'
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. BY COLLEEN BACK ..
tion to Brockman Hall:- He·wi_ll also
Director of. Residence Life Laurie . be supervising the installment and
Thorn~ has nained Justin Brown and · . staff selection of the newly accepted
.Ann Cox as assi.stanVdircctors of. ·Safety Task Force proposals, chairing
. Residence. Life. Brown,·. former directhe Safety Task Force educ~tional
:'tor·ofBrockman Hall and·eox, forcommittee and specializing inJreshmer director of Kuh-lman: and .men- programming;'
Husman Halls, will aid Thomas with
'Cox will be supervising Kuhlman
administrative and supervisory tasks. . and Husman Halls; organizing sum- ·
·· · .Although both ~s•stant directors.
:mer conferences, selecting a· resi;
will continl!.e livipg ·iri. their respec- ·.denc_e. hall staff and _overseeing
. tiye halls and dOing muc~·.~of'the ·
:s·ame tasks they did as.hall directors, .
they will also take on .added' rcspon.. sibilities for Student ·Development
·and .Residence Life.
. .
. Thomas · stre5sed that Cox . and
Brown are qualified profes5iorials for.
the' pOSition.·_ Cox:"'recdved her mas~
ter's degree in college. and university .
· administration from Michigan State
University. Browri ·carried his· master's
·degree in ··coll~ge su.ident p•!r5onndJrom· Slipper)' jlock University. . ·
.
· Br~n wiJr~(iit d:~arge ofMarion .·
Hall and Coril~iam House in addi-·>t·

'

:

'

residence hall key allocations.
hall key allocations.
Thomas believes the addition of
Coic and· Brown •will allow for more
.flexibility and effective programming
in the future. "This:·semester w~ a
familiarizing one fof both of them
as Jar as learning the administrativ~
ways of the· university. Next semester
will include incre~ed programming
on their part," Thorn~ said .
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Results of Senate RollCall Vc:»t~s
Ill

New$. Briefs
.

~

..

.

.

. or

:;,b~~~:~r~,~~.c

Emergency Workshop on Procedures
. WHAT TO DO IF .YOU WITNESS AN EMERGENCY.
WHO TO CALL
WHEN
. WHAT TO LOOKFOR
·WEDNESDAY.
4:00 TO
DECEMBER 12
UNIVERSITY THEATRE
PRESENT~Rs: Cincinnati Life Squad
Ann Brown Healthand Counseling Center
Mike Couch Safety and Security
.
Vickie Jones Public lnrormation
·Lon Kriner Health and Counseling
Mike Nelson Psychological Services
PLAN TO AITEND
YOU WILL FEEL· MORE .SECURE
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VOTE
14·0·2 15·1·0 .unan.
15·1·0 unan.
unan.
11·5·0 14·0-2 15-0·1 13 ·3-0 14-1·1
IO·S·l
unan.
15·0·1
Motion 1: S745 for United App~al • event will be held next semester to make the money back
Motion,ll: Article 7. Section 1.0 ·passed
·
Motion Ill: Article XI • I • passed
Motion IV: Article XI · 2 • passed
!'
Motion V: Article XI · 3 • passed
Motion VI: .Article XI • 4 · passed
Motion VII: Article XI • S • failed
Motion VIII: Edgediff Const.ituion
Motion IX: SMAX Constitution
Motio.n X: S2, 568 for mqvies next semester
.
.
.
. ·
Motion XI: $500 blanket! ful)d for Little Si~s Weekend expenses , money leftover will rome back to SGA · breakdown of expenses is required,
Motion XII: $735 for Fast Trax, a. jazz quintet on April 29, 1985 ·
Motion XIII: $862.95 for stereo system for Edgecliff
Mo.tion XIV: Roach proposal St·nate support (no money)

JONES, T.
abstain
KOENIG. S.
res
MACMILLAN. B. yes·
MENDOZA, K.
res
RYAN. B.
abstain
SULLIVAN, N.
yes

yes
yes
yes.
yes
yes
yes

I.

· Senate Meetin Dec.6

Hea It h: an_ d · H.osp1•taI p rograms·
1

,

receive full accreditation
8\' BENETTA ROPER

· The Graduate Program in Hospital
and Health Administration h;1s been
awarded fuiJ accreditation for its CX··
sellcnce, by the Accrediting Commission on Education and Health
Services Administration.
· The Graduate Program i_n Hosp-ital
and Health Administration received
its first accreditation in· 1972. The
program ·must continue to prove its
excellence in order to receive. further
accreditations.
''We were fully accredited. by that
organization for five years," said. Dr.

234· East Sixth Street
Cincinnati, Ohio
421·1233
Discover many novel ideas for adding elegance and
pizzazz.to your· next party by sh()pping Cincinnati's flewest
and most complete supplier of d.esigner paper and·. plastic
p~uda
·
.
·
· Huge selectionofdecorations,.streamers, banners, caterware, personalized napkins,. party glasses. and plates;
balloon bouquets, ribbons,· gift . wrap,· paper products, for
everyday home and office use .and wedding Invitations.
·

. VI

.

peace~' at 6:15 pm in BeHar~irie :
O.J. Keller ro Speak
.
' .
Thursday, Dec. 13, the Honorable Chapel. All are. invited.':
O.). Keller, retired U.S. Parole Com,.
missioner ·and corrections reformer . Book· Buy-Back
will give a lecture on "Corrections Dec. 17'-22, the Book Buy-Back will
be held in the . Regis Room of the
in Crisis in the United States Today"
at 8 pm in the Terrace Room of the University· Center. Students ·will be
University Center, In addition; an able to sell back· used arid unwanted
informal discussion will be held to- textbooks. Hours arc: Dec .. 17. 5:30- ·
day at 3 pin in the .Sullivan. ljall 7 pm;· Dec.18-21, 9 am-3 pni and
Alumni Lounge on the Edgccliff ?:30:7·l?m; Dec, 22, 9-12 _1:10on.
Campus·. Both events are free and
Anne; Miotke Exhibition
open to the public.
Through Dec. 23, the paintings of
· Anne Miotke will be exhibited at
Advent Breakfast
Thursday mornings, Dec. 13 and .20, Eme.ry .Galleries on the Edgecliff
· at 7:30 am, S.M.A.X. will bi: host- campus. The exhibition will be open
ing prayer scrvicc/brcakfasts.for Ad- Sunday through Friday, I ·5 pm. Admission is free.
vent. Each service will be followed
by a small breakfast at Dorothy Day
Student Workshops
House. All are welcome .to come.
Beginning Second Semester, a num-"
bcr · of student workshops will be ·
Not Just a Pretty Face.
Friday, Dec." 14, Women's Issues will available rocXavicr students at little
present a ,dramatic presentation for or no cost. Courses to· be offered
women and women-lovers, "NorJusr include Basic Photography, Ragtime
a Preny Face," featuring Peri ·Aston, Dance and Beyond, Karate, Image
at 8 pm at 745 Derby Ave., Winton Enhancement tim~ Color Analysis,
Place at the Ne~ Jerusalem Co.m- and Stress Managemeni. In all, 30 .
courses-will.be available. For more
. munity. Cost is $2.00.
Information, watch for ·the "Xavier
Workshops" schedule at the Univer- :
Bishop Ga.rland ·
.
Monday, Dec. 17, Bishop James Gar- sity Center Information Desk and in
the first edition· of the XU News in
land will be featured on "Community Affairs Forum". on WVXU at . January. ·
10 am. He ·will speak OJ) The U.S.
Bishops'. PastoraU.C:tter on the Econ- · Attention Writers
The dosing· section of the yearbook
omy.
··is looking for short stories (500 words
less) and 'poems dealing with
Vespers
..
Monday, Dec.
Campus Ministry students' cxperienq: at Xavier. Submissions should be typed and inwill sponsor ''Vespers,· Evensong for
clude name and phone number, and
Advent" from 6:15 to 6:45 pm in
Bellarmine ChapeL ·
should be taken ro the Xavier Post
Office to b,e put in,thc yearbook's·-.
box. Final date for submission is Feb.
Fast for Pe~c~ " '
Monday, Dec. 17, the Reverend Ben
will be given to early
Urmsron, S.]., will lead a "fast for

n:·

v

IV

Owned and op~rated by Joe· Bunker, Class of .1956

Edward ArlingJ:!aus; .. chairperson of ..
the department.
''The"re arc approximately 40 programs in the United States that have
received this honor,'' said Arlinghaus.
.
The graduate program was re- ·
qui red to have a satisfactory progress
reP,ort containing information on
students, faculty, ·curriculum, University and community support, and
also University environment.
After the materials were compiled,
three members from the organization
examined the documents and made
suggestions to the 16'membef··acc~cditing commission, who made the
final decision.
The program attracts many profes:

-

slonais from multi-disciplinary ·areas.
The mail"\ attraction of the program.:
16 monrhs of classroom education
·with eight months. of administrative
residency in a health 'care facility. A
person receives a degree in twenty
four months.
·
·
The program has been successful
in placing students. 92% are working in the health care field. 79%
hold executive and top rnanagemci:Jt
positions in hospitals: ·
Arlinghaus says there arc numerous reasons for .the growth in Hospital and Health Administration.
''There is increased complexity of
managing health .care facilities. and
the escalating cost of h~alth ·care
.services.''·

.Yearbook
Sales.for 1985 Books
_______
and.
--

.

:'

.

.

..;

·--

'

Distrib~tion·ofl984

.

Books··
....

January ·21 • 25, 1985
In Lobby.of
.University .Center: ·
(Times . to be, .announced): ··
'

'

.

.

.

,'

. .:
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XU's Heimlich ·receives two nati·onal awards

.
.
.. .
..
:.The Hall of Fame honors persons · and widely distributed,
to provide· for basic human needs."
. Dr. Henry Heimlich, professor of __who have made_ outstanding contri- · · Dr. Heimlich has established the
Currie, in .his address, described
advanced. clinical sciences at Xavier, ..:. butions to the. advancement -of sci- Heimlich Institute·. at Xavier and · the project as "a very simple concept
received two very prestigious aw.ards _; ence .. 'and . engineering . and . plans to stay ','no longer than the - just like the Heimlich Maneuver.
in November of this year. · :
demonstrates the role science and rest of my life." He is working to ·It takes as its starting point the most
. On November 1~. he was inducted . .engineering. has played in our ria- get the In-stitute's budget approved basic economic fact of life · -- the
into the 'Engineering and Science · _tion. Heimlich ; they. said, is to make it. a. permanent part of bottom 'line.
Hall of Fame, _at a· ceremony in .. '~known-woddwide as:the~originator . Xavier.
The United States and ·the Soviet
. Dayton, Ohio,. and on Nov. 16/ he :··.of.the Jife-saving Heimlich: maneu"· . Meanwhile, his research projects Union, to use for illustrative purreceived. the Albert Lasker award fur' >ver, an emergency procedure to aii;l continue. At present; he is doing poses the world's ny~ military suPublic Service at the Al~ert Lasker those choking on· food or other ob- more advanced research on the perpowers - stand to make too much
. Medical Awards Luncheon in New·.· jei:ts;~· · . . . .
.Heimlich Maneuver. Although it has money selling goods and services to
York City. .
. .. .
. :.<::~ey added, ''His medical re- not .been proven, there is· some evi- · each other to allow time· and treasHeimlich, who is credited with · search includes the rehabilitation of dence that the maneuver should· be ures. to be spent on weapons systems ·
saving_ more· lives than any' other !=illp~ysema .patients; .)le devotes _the "first thing used to save a capable of destroying mankind.
living Ame'rican; felt that being ho- ; iti~ch: tio}e to his. Computers for drowning person'' and it· may be
nored with both of-these awards. was· ·:: Peace 'program .. .'' . .
."more effective than CPR."
Heimlich had many scientific ac:
Also, his cancer research, which
"very thrilling, almost overwhelming/'
. . complishments · before the developinvolves the use of elevated body
temperature to destroy cancer cells.
He : described the Albert Lasker mi:nt of the Heimlich Maneuver. In
Award as ''.the most prestigiounned- · ·the19~0's.hi:·devised the Heimlich shows promise. The animal work on
ical award given in this. country.~' It •Operation :for . consu'ui:ting'· a new . .this project was completed at Xavier
has been presented for•J9 years. and 'esophagus, which was the first sue- and he is currently seeking a grant
. in_ that time .40 winners hav~ gone cessful replacement of an . internal . to carry out clinical st~dies,.
on.: to · win . Nobel · Prize~ .including. .organ .. The Heimlich Valve for ches·t · · In a different vein; the Computers
for Peace program is an effort to
this year's.NobeJ·Lauieates Drs; Mil- 'drainage saved-hundreds of lives dur. stein. and .. Kohler, and Dr. R. Bruce ing' the Vietnam War.. '
..
. contribute to the possibility of world
Meri'ifield.
. .·.
.
.
Jus( recently he helped develop a peace.
lleim1ich is· cited by the Albert . portable oxygen system, a new ., '!Our method of approaching this is
and Mary lasker Foundation,. rc~r Jl1~tho4 of giving oxygen to people·. : to increase· the trade between the
·developing the Heimlich Manuever . wii:h 'emphysema and other chronic .. two superpowers." he stated.
plastiC .
In the prepared text for the .enwhich has prevente4 many thousands Jung,-diseases by means of
of needless.deaths ... : The Heimlich ·. tube in the, lower part of.the neck.''
shrinement at the Hall of·Fame, he
Manu-ever is a practical, cost-free so- .. :. :rhe tube is no larger than a pencil · suggested sevcnil ''immediate, scilution to (choking as a) life-threat- lead and .'the apparatus· involved. is
entifically sound, practical· stepli that
ening emergency requiring neither carried in a six pound container . can lead to world peace. First, the
great . strength, special equipment which can be carried over the shoutmutual benefits of expandccJ trade
dcr.
between the superpowers can develop
. nor elaborate training ..." .
' ..Two .months ago,. The Food and
He also described the induction
an interdependence that will bring
peace. Second; -discontinue under•
into ·the Engineering and Scic.~ce Drug Ad,ministratiori fully approved
grou~d nuclear testing for as long as
Hall of Fame as ''equally' meaning- th~ oxygen equipment and it'iscur· ful because I will be joining people · rently being used at Deaconess Hos- ·the ·Soviet ·Union . docs the same.
Finally, the world's scientific talent
I learned about in childhood" such pita! by patients from all over the
as Thomas Edison and George .Wash- country. It will be six months before • ·that is being wasted '?n the· develington :Carver.
·
the equipment can be manufactured· opmcnt of weapons must· bj! diverted
'

~

BY LINDA FOSTER_

">·.

.

Ha:

:•,

.:. ;:·

396·7400
3915 Montgomery Rd.

•,

•!··

.. ,.

HOURS: 11:00 a.m. ; 2:00a.m.
SUN·THUA'
.
· 11:00·a.m.- 3:00a.m.
' . . .. FRI.-SAt

·And present-day computer capa· .
bilities make possible an always current inventory of all countries' ·
resources,. goods, services and needs ..,
· It just makes economic sense, . Dr.
' Heimlich reasons, to trade rather
than just ·waste money on ever-increasing stockpiles.''
The project is maki~g good
progress': according to Heimlich' and
he notes that Secretary of State.
Schultz and the Secretary of Commerce have been pressing the President to. increase trade with the .
·Soviet Union:
II

.

.

.

.

Cornm.entary
.

.

.

.

.
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Havea _
sandinista
Christmas
A worried secretary.. hurried into "Look, I've spent all year figuri_pg
theoffice of Nicaraguan leader Dan~ ·out who;s been naughty or nice. I
have ·this list. I must ·make _each
icl Onega.
'' Commandante. a man to ~ee delivery personall)•.''
_
you. From up North, to learn if
''Let. me see that.!'' Onega
you •ve been good or bad_.. .''
snapped. ·seizing. the list. "f' m very
"Idiot! The CIA alw~ys says sorry. You m_ust· understand that
a: 1"
we: re ·seeking to· build· a just societyf
tuac.
"He is all in red, ofcourse ..."
here. The poor come first· - i
"From Siberia!_ Send: him in! they're not u~patriotic. of course.
By the way, how was ;he traveling?:' Don'·t worry. l' II· see that all the
'.'Our helicopters Intercepted hts. obedient citizens on: your list do a
aircraft crossing the border - ckv· . lit~le extra -~or.k- forth_e Revolutio~
erly disguised as a sled pulled by_. thls year.· Wtth productiOn so low, tt
deer. It was carrying mi_lk and roilcL _hel~~ to know~~o: )'our.goodpeople
ANYWAY~.
.
'
paper!"
.
.
. . . - ~re.,_.
':;:
"Finally ·t~efre. send1ng some·_
·. "Wh · do J.OU "wani for Christ._.,_,.
thing b~sides crackerjacks! Thcu\rmy ~;~s?" :~id the fat man fixedlv.
.
I
.
.
could use rhat shipment; but bring-. · ''We could· use lots m'orc .milk,
me· a few rolls before you. send" it oil, soap,-' toilet paper... aild icons
ovd I'm tired of. having ro· execute of Sandi no· for the churches. And. if
a speculator everyiime. f·_visit :[he you could do something about ihosc
john.''
· co11trai... '·
Home·. which my parents had COil· charfce· to breathe,. I thought, now
8\' llOUGLAS n. MOLL
"Uh. sir, he insists on delivering
"I could talk" to little Ronnie .. .''·
tributed to a. fe\v times in the pas1.
As the song gqes, it's beginning
for Snoopy ..,- but some bright colors
it himself."
_.·. "Nq! Our. .army must. be kept.
''lmernationaJ .. ajd? !_thought _)t: ·. alert. :you khow. We musr 'always be to 'look .a lot like Chrisupas. · Bu~,. if -, had so'!lehow gotten mixed up with peeking thr?ugh the opening caught
.
i.t \von.'t scc\11 like . iny mail: or. maybe my parents just my attention:. ) •• ·' .' .
you're- like
w;;s ... send him in here."
prepared to maintain secure borgot tired of being asked for contriInside, I found ·a . carc:L orily a
Christmastime until December 21.
The man .in .the red suit opened ders.' ·
butions and donations all the: ·rime card. It said, "May the peace and
the door to the office. his normally
"Do your pc:opl~ like your lead- when this tiring semester is finally
and gave it w me.
over, finis, dead, terminated, gone,
joY. of Christmas be with you
jolly {;lee somber and 'swearing from c:rship, Comm.md.mte?"
''Always askihg for something.
throughout the year." That's all it
"But c~nainly! Look at the 6::l per fo~ever. Then·! will rc:joice with hapthe heat.
.
never satisfied," I muttered to nw-.- ·said.
"Come in and sit down • SeJior cem landslide with which. our pany piness and with _love in my heart.
I
had
to
get·
into
the
spirit
a
s~lf.
and to Snoopy. ''As if we wc:~c
But
I'm sorry, l didn't g·c:t your took the election- much more than
***
If only we could harness the spirit
name.''
.
that pig' Reagan got. Ar~d there was little earlier than I had amicipatcd · made of money or something; well,
rhar is Christmas,. store it in a res"Nicholas.' Saint Nicholas."
virtually no oppositionf The block . - to write this column .. li took. I'm cenainly not going to givr an"Religious? Of course you realize comtnittee chairmei1 evei1 tell me more than a few Christmas· records; ything - there's a heck of a lot pf ervoir, and withdraw it when we:
need it ....:.. like· .When· we have the
that here religion and the· revolutiqn -· about the ·spontaneous dcmonstra- but I ~~nagcd. (By the way, there people_ riche_r than old Doug.'' ·
is no better song to get Y.OLI in the
mean-spirited urge to hurt anorher
go hand in hand· You're not. Sal~ tion in mrhonor day after tomorrow.
ProgreSsive Paradigms living_ crc!lrure, or when we' deem
Everyone who _is anyone ·will be mood than Johnny Mathis singing
varion 1\rmy, arc you?"
"The Christmas Song" - 'works
.
by . .
someone inferior because· of socilc:"No."-.
there."
·
·
. every time.) My Christmas prcsei1t:
"Miserable protestantes. Had to
. th,irig he cannot c"ontrol' or when
·
Doug Moll_
to_ you is the following true talc,·
ask them tp go. -Protestants arc too
"And the papers?"_
_
our greed and self-interest overpower
individualistic and unpatriotic Bad · Ortega grinned. '-'The media love which I had ·written awhile back and
Before my fingers let the still- the natural ~ indin:u:io·n we have .to
for the revoiutionary spirit. Besides, · me. '.Who says a stare-run media had entitled ''Greed," and also the
unopened envelope drop into the bring all _nicinbcrs of our species
.
it was for their own good - look c'im't. be fair?';
small sermon that follow~. .
can, I thought I'd operi it. Even -into the brotherhood that is humanat the way the mob ravages their
"And: i:he MeskiroJndians?"
though I fully expected to find a Ity. ··· ··
***
..''Mosquito Indians?" Ortega
churches."
-. . .
I had never considered mysdf as computer-written note explaining to
Regardless of whether or not ymi
'Twas jusi: flying over to deliver·: leapt up; ''Death to !Tiabria! Chern: being. greedy, but a little experience
us how fortunate· we arc and how so ·believe iri' the divinity of Jesus
presents to all the good boys arid: ical warfare against _our class ene~ I had caused me ro think otherwise.
many more are less fonuf)ate, and a Christ,- his· message of _love,- f~rgivc
girls,. but your helicopters forced me mies! From this moment, all citizens One .day in July, . of this year, I slip saying: "CHECK AMOUNT OF · ness, and brotherhood is one that
down."
·
nor.carrying a, can. of Raid witi have decided to go through one of the GIFT;$500.00-.$IOOO.OO_,Odier we all should -listen to at all . times
"I'm very sorry. With-the amen·- their arms and legfcut off and ... "
many piles of old junk in my room; . ,'' there's something· about an· uno- of .rhe year. "As another song goes,
canos .preparing· to invade, one must
~ 'Meskito Indians.'-' : ' · ·
it was_ mostly old mail and news- :· pcned lener that .. begs·_it. to be "How miily ·ears must one man
be ,prepared. We'll handle the de•· ... just a little mistake/' said the· papers. and. magazines that I had. opened. ·I wanted to, give what was have, before ·he can . hear people
livery.''
Commandante sheepishly. ·
never bothered to throw away, bur I inside a chance .to. breathe,. to be cry?" .
_
.
"I wouldn't liear of it!"
·-The man in the red suit took ou_t thought I better before my _room was, . free; even if it was.· only trash that
In this insane world of ours, where
"But certainly! The shipment will . a small pad and pencil and scribbled declared. a. fire hazard. My . trusty • would find. itselfin another prison · we would rather build a nuclear
go to the block committees,· from himself a note, then turned to leave.' .Snoopy trash can was ·standing to· a second_ later.
.
·
weapon than fe~d a starving child,
''Father Christmas! What· am I my right; eager to assist.
whom our patriotic citizens will re. So I put my -finger· in the edge we need to listen; we need Christmas
ceive what the)' need."
getting this year?"
· I came across an unoperied letter of the envelope and tore it. open. - all year round.
"Crucified."The. far man leaned forward.
Fine, whatever was iflside had a
from the Campbell Lodge Boys'
Happy Birthday; j.C.

·_·WELL ~oR CRYIN 'oUT LOUD, uoNEY! I'M Jusr CiOINCa our TO cut ~,ME
·
TWE ELVES 1WUAT'S CiOTT£N INTO yOU
~

.Can the spirit of Christmas la~t?
me,
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student's questions are cal~~lated to
. draw. attention· to · the unique fact
No one's perfect, as Xavier News that he read .his textbl?ok this week.
·columnnist, Doug Moll, reminded
SAMMY SIGMA. Since Xavier has
us last week.ln Mr. Moll's view, the so· few fraternities,· Sammy has to
.least perfect among us may b_e ·hjs rep~rt-tothat8:30 class-for a chance
flltS"f ,1'tiE~e·u. s~ As~u.
~C!J.chers. Lest that opinion ·go uri~ to operate socialiy. Often election of:, GtJ'-1, BE~USE. ~· ~ ~o~R.
StltlGJJef I>I~NER IN 1l£
o~TA~N&~I~~.
cliallenged, I would like- to respond officers, planning the weekend Toga
~liE OfGIOED 'T'O tEa.~\~ CAI=~~RIA ... ~E~,A
his offer of equal time to . the . Party and designing the new budget
"f~W.·'OOY A\/QW;E. .
SPECI/rl.. MIICSS I\1 T"E
facu_lty.
.
.
are accomplished b~foie the teacher's
CAAI'EL; ..
My own . personal list of easily first adm_onishment'· tQ.__ ''be quiet.".
DA't:'!!
identifiable:- incompetent students Following a: short recess for note tak'
follows. You know them by their c ing; ·sammy has been 'known 'to start ·
status as ninth semester freshmen, ·a sorority, rush an entire pledge class
their permanent parking pass and and begin initiation before th~
one_ spiral-. notebook for . all ·class tea~her's second warning. ·
·notes.
-.RODNEY RICHKID. -.Comes to
VAN VISA. Can't comprehend
class late (a~out six weeks.) Dumps English well .enough to understand
his L.L. Bean .b!ckpack on the floor.
when to turn in · his term paper.
Unzips his· jacket· by pulling .on the Eventually turns in term paper. ·two
ski ·lift p~ss which is stiH attached. weeks' late. The·n, ironically. is ovpulls out a Cross pen· and ;,yonders erheard ·i~ The Grill using· perfect .
innocently, "Have I missed any- English to· pick up a blonde sophomore.' cheerleader. · · ·
thing?'"
BY MARY JO NEAD

I

Gu11l· Columnllt

to

ArnRw~, IAIE'!L OAAAJ

1='<JR. 1l£ WI~~ f:G OoR
8\CT, •WIN A DATe. WITH

lii!ONDeR If '1 c.o.A.D CCMINc.E
fl~~-1\4'~
CIDsE FQl
1l4: OAIJ~.

ro

~... MAYS!: WE'U.
E\Et.l CANQa.. ~1- rkU~/

. PAULA .. PERFECT. Has a 99 .avJUMBO JOCK. Needs· two ch~ir~.
. · Generally wakes up at the end ·of erage and worr_ies (rou know who I
class to wonder innocently, "Have I mean.) .
.
to the unbalanced representation on these .committees were· non-func~o sound like? Or is it
1
missed anything?" . ·
-t SHIRT.From some distant Senate. One-fourth of the student tional for soch an extc.ndcd period. supposed
unoriginal because the new KISS
is
not
repre·
population
(seniors)
. SALLY SLiDERULE. 'No pbint ,is planet, he/she has collected the oldPlots, fights, paranoia continue to aibum sounds like all of the albums
'tooirrelevant or remote .for this Stu· est, ·most faded, most shapeless col- sented. There are no Senators· who make the inner workings, of SGA. I . out no~ by newer bands? Since KISS
dent's alert. mind to. ponder. Asks lection of sweats and Salvation· Army are seniors. One-half to two-thirds . realize many would prefer this not .has been playipg this way for 12
questi()ns before-lecture, during lee- Brand T~shirts for classroom attire ·of the stude.nt body (commuters) is be known, but the student body has years now, I· would think that they
ture, after lecture, on the way to_ claiming any.thing is. better than the represented by a mere two out. of the right to know what their elected arc the originals. Calling anything
sixteen se·nators. I realize most sen- representatives are doing (and not
the bathroom. This would be the discarded high school unifonri.'
they have done unoriginal is ridicum;uk of a great student, except most- ·.Alas, as Mr. Moll said, no one is ators are genuinely trying to be aware doing). The students should also lous. 1· guess KISS has been making
of her questions are about cakulus. perfect. But it's the diversity of this of the needs of all students, but .it have the right to publicly address nothing but mistakes to last this long
lack of perfection that makes being is much easier to handle the needs the sixteen students who have, the and reach such stardom,
and chemistry (in a speech class?)
HARI:,{Y HOTDOG .. As flashy as . a teache_r at Xavier such a thoroughly of the v.ocal minority (whom you are authority of Senate attached to their . In regard~ to your Edward Van
livirig with) than those of the' silent names. Although technically al- Halen comrllent, it is obvious you
. a headfirst-slide into first, bas~. this . unique experience. We love ya' alL
' majority. It is then an advantage to lowed, a non-Senator is hard pressed like the styl~ of both him and his
h~ve opinionated outsiders hanging
to be recognized by the Chair of band. You) r;ap. personally thank
around- to remind. them that all. stu-.·· Senate; _even when serving as a proxy. Gene Simmons of KISS for financing
·e''n·a·' e:.;::.._._:c
.. _·a·.·-·o···_
'·atJ~ast one:sbn~~~r. agelldas ·are· not dents have_ the right to be properly
Let rrie close by stating that ·in Van Halcri's first demo 'rape and
.·. beinf posted: -Meei:ing ·places· are _not . represented and informed.
spite of the fights, the long meet- starting them on their way. Why
· being posted. Senate has met ·in at
In some ways, Senate is not ful~ ings, etc., I am more impressed wirh would a reacher want to copy some. least three dittdent places so fanhis filling its elected duties. For exam- this Senate than anr other one I thing ·from his student? I'm also
Dear Editor,
semester. 'Unless· the places ar.e ple; the four standing Senate have seen in my last four years at sorry that you found the sexual inI feel it is iny duty tci respon~ to p~sted, a.~tudcnt has tO guess~ whi~h committees; SGBC, ·Legislative Ac- Xavier. The tensions can be creative. nuendos on the album offensive. I
the ~'Chaos in. Camelot'.'. editoria:t. one of the several ·meeting rooins on tion, Constitution, and Student Re- It indicates that most Senators are hope Y.Our parents don't read your
lations, were formed and reformed. taking their position seriously· with review 'and find our you listened to
from Decefuber 6. As a student who campus .Senate. will be in this .week.
has attended almost every Senate Detailed minutes ,are not available It was almost half way through the just a few tagging along as opposed it without their permission. You
meeting sinc.e· September, -~lld, yet· for gener~l consl,itnptio'n. ·I do admit semester before they were all func: to five really involved Senators and make it sound· that. KISS is the only
·holds no offi~ial Se_nate position, I ·.·'that I have had access to all of'tli~se tioning. Much bitter fighting, poli- the rest along for the ride. Chaos in band to include this in their songs.
must tell you thin ,your editorial is ' things .but 'they are not readily ac- ticizing and even back-stabbing Camelot means at least somcon·e is The next time you should choose to
accompanied the formation of these alive in Camelot.
<irightori .target.'<; SGA,is·.not being cessible to the average student. •
review an album
in such Ia negative
.
held accountable for. its ·actions. · ,
.. At the ri~kof offending myfriends committees when all along the Pres- Sincerely,
way, I think that you should learn
The . general populace of Xavier involved with SGA, I believe there ident of SGA has the consirutional J~dith Masser
more about what you ).re criticizing.
University is being left uninformed:· . are times when our Senate .is living a'uthority to appoint (read "assign")
By the way, theJast time I checked,
_by. · in·~~ ivory tower. Part _of -this is due these positions. It. is ludicrous that
Despite
campaign- promises
the album was number 19 on.: the
.
..
... .•ma~e
:
.
Billboard- Top 100.
Roger Santon
·RANDALL K. HYLKEMA
. This letter is· in reference to Brian
A'S OJ: TODAY, l_T~ raQuAL Rt.V
Stapleton's Dec. 6 review of the alFOR COMPARAeL' WORI< IN "llUS .
bum Anima/ize.

._8-.Letters...;..:t_·.
-h. ~------------~~----
s'·._·:_· .·

·,

·rudebarbs·
COUNTY! ~£, COMPUT£R
FIGUR&..- OUT FAIR
W'AGri.S;

Kiss .review

Dormitory foli~y

Mr. Stapleton:
-..'.It sounds to me that your mind
is somewhere · back in junior high
school where the "in" thing was to
·cut down the band KISS; at the
same time swearing that ·those albums in·your bedroom are your little
brother's. I thought your job was to
review a recora in an iinpar.tial way.
and that doesn't include ripping
apart the individuals in the ~and. I
find it hard to believe that only now
since KISS removed their makeup
they are. "testing musical ·credibility." I guess that _over· 20 ·million
total album sales and individual
years of grossing over 200 million
dollars isn't enough credibility. That
must have· been when they were
"selli(1g the'a.rrics.rather than songs."
The last time I checked, I never
received ·a show . w'ith my albums.
You must have one nice stereo.
I like. this remark al~o .. ' 'the album
is exceedingly unoriginal." Why is
this, bec~usc rhe m:w KISS album
s?unds like old KISS?. \~'hQ are they

The. new dormitory 'rules that will
be put into effect next semester are
ridiculous, especially the orie-doQr
per.dorm, ID to get inrules. One
of the reasons I like Xavier is because
it· is -such an "open" school: The
new rules would make it prison-like •.
just like UC's and Ohio Stare's freshman dorms. The rules repress StU·
.dents' free -access on campus, and I
do not feel that the added security
·is worth the hassle and pro'Jlcms
that it will create.
· Look· at the trouble when a student forgets his meal_ card· at th_e
cafe. If a student were to forget h1s
dorm pass, what would happen? He.
wouldn't b~-lct in? Or if his brother
or sister who is under sixteen would
visit, would they be let in without
any ID? The rules are nothing m?re
than a big hassle for_ everyone mvolved. Before they arc put into ef·
feet, they: should be $Crapped for the
problem rhar they are.
Mike Cnase.

'
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Men's ba,sketeers lost- 1st -at Kactus Kl.assic::·
rebounds with 25 and 7 respectively. shown in all of its games, and good
He also had 2 'blocked shots. Ralph _ hustling defense which is becoming
Lee had 6 assists.
· a Musketeer trademark. The win advanced Xavier to the finals of the
Friday night in "the· Kactus Klassic, Kactus Klassic against host· team Ar. XU. defeateci Geroge Washington izona State, 'whp defeated ~high in
and their .big man, 6'10•, 260 lb. · their first-round game.
Mike Brown: The Colonials' ·yearbook bills Brown on its. cover as the · In the final Saturday night, Xavier.
''New Washington Monument'', but put out a valias:tt effort against the
he got into foul trouble very early host Sun Devils before finally sueagainst Xavier and became a limited cumbing to defeat 71-67. While once
factor in the game. The defense was trailing in the second half by 13
solid in .Xavier's ·eight-point win as points, the Muskies fought back at
it put. a lot of pressure on GW which the end to be within two points
· widi 25 seconds left. The di~rence
resulted in turnovers and .steals.
in this game was fouls, as ASU. put.
Offensively, Byron Larkin scored in 23. points from the foul line· and
19 points to lead the Muskies, while· XU only 11. Richie Harris once again
Leroy Greenidge. pulled down eight led. all. scorers with 22 points and
rebOunds to lead the team. Richie led the team with eight rebounds.
Harris passed for 5cvcn assists ..
Ralph Lee had an impressive 13 asKeys to this game were dutch foul sists. Freshman. Byron Larkin came
shooting, a trait which Xavier has off the: bench to score 2() points. to

BY MIKE CHASE
. with two mmutes to play in regu- ·
The men's basketball team's record . lation when Eastern· Michigan
went to 4-1 this past week with popped two baskets from 20 feer out
victories over Eastern Michigan and _to send it to overtime, On the. openGeorge Washington and the . team's ing tip-off, Walter ·McBride· fell to
first loss; to ·Arizona State. Xavier the floor holding his knee and giving
beat Eastern Michigan 71-70 in over- Xavier supporters a .scare, .but he
time Monday night at the Cincinnati returned to play -before the end of
Gardens; then travelled to Arizona the game.
to play in the Kactus Klassic tour:
nament, hosted by Arizona State,
Eastern Michigan came very dose
where they beat GWU 87~79 on
to. winning. With eight.,se~onds.left
Friday night and lost to ASU 71;67.
.Eastern Michigan, a very quick in overtime and a one-p()int Xavier
team· with a good big man in Vince lead, EMU was.holding the ball for
last shot when~ _a b~ pass ·was
Giles, made the Muskies fight with
grabbed
by Xavier. ·Eas[~{n Michigan
· all they had for the win.
immediately · fouled Richie .Har~js,
The game see-sawed back and
who had the ball, but Harris made
forth, and was tied 11 times. Xavier both shots of the> one-and-one tO put
· ·got EMU down by 13 points, 57-44,
Xavier up by three with tWo seconds
with 10 minutes to .play in· regulaleft. EMU scored with two seconds
left to cut the loss to.one point.
tion; but could not prevent a Michigan comeback. Xavier led 60-56
Richie Harris led in . points and

I,;

.

.

. . •'

.

:.:(p.._.l

/··/·'·!.

be the secon4-leading scorer in _the
game.
·
When La.rkin was asked abOut' the
team's first loss, he commeiued, ·~r
think we'll shake it off and come
back. We played hard against them
(ASU), and ·it's always hard to·win
at the other team's home;" When
asked abOut his outstanding play as
a freshman, Larkin said, "At fust,
1 didn't fe'el.right - l was thinking
to inysclf 'Byron; you shouldn'~
score,. you're a freshman'. _But· the
coaches kept telling me I could· score,
and I've gotten use" to it now.".
,
. .
. . Xavier play~ Saturday night; De~ ·
cembCr 15 against South Florida ·at·
the Cincinnati Gardens. Tip-off is
at 7:35. pm. Then the Musketeers
are idle .until after finals week. They ·
. play Miami at the Gardens· on December 22. · ·
·
·
-

•

;,.,

:_(

Wittenberg sinks Lady Muskies
BY KAREN COOMBS

The Lady Musaketeer s\vim team
competed against Wittenberg University Iast Friday iri their last me<;r
·of the semester.. Despite the many
fine performances. given by Xavier,
the women· were de(eated by a strong
Wittenberg team.
An· excellent performance was
given by Melissa Lucke in the 1650 ·
freestyle. Lucke .was going after the
school record but barely missed it
by ·four seconds.
·

Sara P<;tersman (iOO individual
medley), Jackie Auger ( 100 back- ·
stroke) and Mary McCormich (200 .·
freestyle) also had commendable perform;lnces:·
"Overall we had a firie ream effort," commented Head Coach Tassos Madonis. ''Wittenberg has a very
strong. program, and we swam very
well against them."
·
· The. team will be idle from competition until January 18 when they
···will travel to Evansville ·to challenge XU swimmer Julie Daumeyer swam In the 400 medley ralay against WIHenberg ·
the Lady Aces.
last Friday afternoon at the .O'Connor Sports ce~ter. . .·. , . . . ·• : ,· :

.More accomplishments were submitted by other supporting members
of the squad. Anne Thrasher had
a great swim · in the ioo butt~rfly
with a time of.l:l2.13, while BeLsy
Conaton was close behind at I: 13.90
in th~ same event. . .
..
,
· Jenni Boehm finished first in the
200 breaststroke with a time of
2:55.93, and Susan Nurre placed
first in the 200 backstroke giving
Xavier its third first-place finish of
the meet..
·

·-.-.

·-

XU Women's Basketball team
loses to· Panthers and ·BrOncos
- ..
,B~

BILL FELI;)HAUS

Xavier University's Lady Musk~t
eers basketball team droppe~ a pair.
of games in the Heath Candy Classic
last weekend. Eastern Illinois
pounded the Lady Musketeers 87-44
on Friday night and Western Mich·
igan knockc:d Xavier from ·.the tournament on ·Saturday with an 85-69
triumph.
·
' .

'.

:. .

. niinois.'waS. 34 f~r 70.from the. floor fi~e Bro~co starters scored in double ·
fot/~1~485 'clip. . . : .
. .
. figures ti:dead a balanced attack.
·.·
'
.
'
.. '
,· ',•,

..Mu;keteer .ceiner Connie Meyers
hit ten of 15 .from the· field to lead
the Lady Musketeers in scoring with.·
20 points·. In addition· to pouring in :
20 · points .for Xavier, Myers · also
pulled, down a team high nine rebounds. The .'Panthers put· ·Xavier
away earlY, taking a 22-5lead.in the
early going.-·
·

Maureen Fredric~ led XU in .scoririg ,?!lith 15 poin,ts and in assists
. with five:.._ Shannon :sowers and Sta~
cey Land both piled' in 13 · points
apiece for the Lady Musketeers.
·

·Xavier ~id Mid a 53-48 advantage
over Western :Michigan, but the
Broncos sco'red 21· of the next· 23
In the fi;~t _game against Eas,~ern
points to take a commandini(69-55
Illinois Xavier had a rough game
The Broncos of Western Michigan · ·lead .. that they never. relinquished. ; ·
Senior Suiln. Nurre wlna ihe 200 y~~ ~ckstroke'agalnltWIHen~ Unlver- .
from. the floor, connecting cnly on · overcame a 40"38 deficit at halftime ·
Xavier will take on Miami of Ohio .•~ last f:rlday. That victory gave the Lady Aqua·Mulkln:thelr thiRI'fJIIt;piiC8
21 of 68 shots. Meanwhile Eastern ··_to slide by the Musketeers 85-69: All · at the Fieldhouse Wed'nesday nig!u. · flnl~ of the day.
· · ·
· · · ' · · · ··· · ·
.".•.
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MCC names Harris
Player .of the Week
BY ANN BRIAN AND
- LEANN STEINEMAN

the very . beginning as No Respect SeCond Round of Loser's Bracket
cOurtesy of SporJs Information
' of 6 from the line for a total of
jumped off to ·an early lead and
Xavier Vni~rsity junior forward H points. He also contributed 7
.
Fall liaketblll Tournament
.
never looked behind. It .wa5 BOb Allied Forces 44 ·
Richie }-farris was named. the Mid-· assists, 2 steals and 5 .rebounds for
XUIM hosted a .·basketball . tour~ Bishop ~ho: led. the .. way fOr . the Fresh Freshmen 42 .
western City Conference's "Player of the Xavier cause .
. . nament tO keep. the men and womell·· Underdogs with . 10 : points. .:Kevin - •
·
·· ·
· · · th~ Week" for his -~rforniances in
· o£X.U. active- during the last few Pa.wsett (No Respect) was. the high
Randy l(irinear led Allied ·Forces · three games last week~: On December ·- The Saturday finals against host.
Vieeks of the· 'semester. The tourna- ·scorer in the game with an outs~and- . past the Fresh Freshmen with eleven 1 he led ·all scoring in the. game Arizona State was a i:ough battle for
ment began the week after thanks- ing performance and 32-points. ··.
Points in a game that came down with Eastern Michigan with 2' Xavier, and the Muskies came away
giving break ,and concluded this
·
~ ··
to the final four·seconds when DaVe
points, and added 7 rebou~~s, 2 as the losers 71-67, their first defeat
week. Fifteen men's teams· and four- ·
··
· H~l .fo.ul~~ tQ.. ~ut. Allied .Forces assists, ·2 blocked shots and 1 steal in five starts. Again Harris led the
. Wc>mell;s .teams signed .up .fo(. the
in the bonus; Kinnear dropped the to his statistics. He was 8 for 14 Muskies in scoring with 22 points,
In Like. Flint 106
double elimination tournament.
n¥o"free duows to ice the game.
from the field and 9 of 10 from the hitting 9 of 15 from the field and
·
: Sign."Ups for Spring Semester-Bas- Fresh·46 ·
line, and. won the game for Xavier a perfect 4 of 4 from the line: He
k~tbaU and Floor Hockey will open
. in overtime. hitting· 4 of 4 free had 8 rebounds, 3 blocked shots and
Fuat
Round
Wooien's.
January 17:
·
throws. XU. won 7i-70.
1 steal in the Sun Devil.game.
··hi Like Flint scored the first- bucket . ·Double Shots 36 ·
ofthe. gaine and never lost the lead Chicken Gluttons 30
In the Friday game with George
Coack BOb .Staak had nothing. but
as all five starters 5cored ·. in 4ouble .
in
the
first
Washington
University
praise
for his junior starter, stating,
Semi-Finals of Winner's .BtacJret
BOth tca~s were evenly matched round of the Kactus Klassic in
figures. Fresh got off to a rocky-stan, .
"Richie
has worked very hard to
.. committing two technicalfouls~ Tony in the first half. It continued ,to be Tempe, Arizona, Harris didn't score
achieve this honor. He has paid his
No'' Respect 81 · ·
Hennies kept·· Fresh from: falling close throughout ·the game. The up to his average, but was .one of
dues on tlte bench for two years,
Underdogs 40
apan as ~e .added 9 points< Pete 'Double Shots led by Michelle Foster tile significant factors in XU's vktory.
and has plugged away on the basics.
Sherman had 24 points for-I.L~F. and ·.·with 17 points· finally pulled it out He was 4 of 10 from the field and
His stars speak for himself.''
This: was a N() Respect game from . Jim RObben· scored 2J.
·· ·
fur a win.
·
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Knitter and CQrrlell oppose u~s~ polie·y
BY MARIANNE DUMBACHER
literacy program has reduced illiter· · sponsors NPR in .the morning and·
. The couple strongly oppos~ in· and civil disobedience.
Dr. Paul Knitter of Xavier's The· acy from· ~0 percent to 12 percent·, · WGUC sponsors· it in the evening.
creasing aid to .the Contras in NicKnitter arid· Cornell have begun
ology Department and his wife,· according to Knitter.
.In addition, both. agree that The
aragua. However, if the U.S. sends spreading.thei(opinions about U.S.
While visiting, the port city of New York Times, Christian Science
troops. or bombs to Nicaragua; they involvement iri ·NiCaragua by speak·
· Cathy Corndl, along with 19 other
tristate residents, spent two weeks in Corinto, they witnessed the fear of Monitor, The National Catholic- Re-· plan. to follow the "Stop the-Invasion . ing. b~fore_ variou.s groups~ As chairNicaragua last summer. The couple the Nicaraguan people, resulting porter, and Sojourner, printed, by a- COntingency .. Plan" formulated by.·· person fort~~ Outre~ch c:;ommittee
hopes .to return next summer.
from the Central Intelligence Agency ·Protestant gr?up, all provide bal" · Ji~ Wallace~. This plan includes.: for the Coaltpon for _PubltcSancu~D~ring· their visit, Cornell and attack in March of 1983. .
,. anced information, as does·Cincinme'etings;•prayer, nonviolent vigils at ary, Cornell talks to church and com·
"The U.S. has put an dement of nati's. Central American .Task Force.
offices of U.S. government officials,· inunity organizations:
·
Knitter met with S~ndinista govern·
ment officials as well as members of . terror in their'lives," stated Cornell .. ·
'· ··
the Coordi!lator group, the political . . Cornell and Knitter agreed that
extension of the U.S. backed Contras security for North Americans visiting
and other Sandinista opposition .. Nicaragua was very good. However,
They also. travelled· to various cities while travelling to Ocotal; ·a border
iri the countryside.
city, they rode in a city.· bus rather
As a result of their experience in than a tourist bus. The couple feared
Nica~agua, K.nitter and Cornell. that the cot'mas would stop the bus
strongly oppose U.S. involvement in and inte·rrogate the passengers.as the
Contras had done in the past.
Nicaragua.
.
IWe have no right to be involved,"
They stressed that · this fear they
said Knitter. ·"If we are concerned experienced was only a "24 ·hour
about the lack of human rights (un~ ·slice'' of the fear· felt by the· Nicarder the Sandinistas) why don't we . aguans every qay. .
.
follow the same program we follow
However, · Cornell · was impressed
in South Africa - Constructive En- that •"the people are very hopeful"
gagement?"
and both were inspired by their
Christian
faith.
"If I could sit down with PresiAccording ~o Knitter, the people
_dentRcagan." Knitter qmtiriued, '.'I "relate their faith to what is going
would suggest that he work with the · on in their life".
Sandinistas, which doesn't me~n that
As a· result of the visit, knitter
we can't criticize them." ·
Kmtter admits that "there arc hopes to reach a course on ''Christ
some restrictions on freedom that the, Liberator'' about how Christian
should not be". He adds however, faith can be an inspiration.
In order to help the situation in
that the Sandinistas are ·worki[\g to
Nicaragua, they suggest that people
help their people.
·
learn as much as they can. Cornell
At one time; there were "hardly advises listening to National Public
Dr. Paul KniHei' of Xavier's Theology .Department and his wife, Cathy
.
any -medical services" but now a Radio~ (NPR), as a source. which
19 other. tristate residents. Both ·of them· .have. developed 'a sti'Ong. opinion
health program i~ available, and a "tries to give both' sides." WVXU' Nicaragua after this experience~
'". ·
· \
: .
· ··
. ..·

COMMUTERS:

·Xavier has . a· llt1rilber< of·· roonis
·. still available. for ·neXt. ·$eiDesterf. ·
Take_ q9vantage .· of the convenience .of

Typing - Word Processor
541-4127

TICKETS $9.50, $11 .50 avail·
able at all Ticketron outlets.
Phone charges; call 621·1_110.

campus life~ ·
·
., ·
o··lf -yo'u are tired of ·getting ·~p ~wo
.ho\.lrs.~ before class begins,. just think
.of:' the; short distance from your
room "to·'·: class
D Fighting rush hour traffic :and.· bad.
.. weather -will QO~,;·. lon.geL,be ,~WOfEL~-~'-~--.
·cJ. The eri~less· search for ·. a parking · · space eac;h'' morning,, wil~>-:qis~ppear
o·, Meals avail~ble When yot;r :Wa.ftt: . ·
;Jf y64 .:are. 'irit~rest~d. .·in~; rriakin:g' 'a :.·: . . •.
.cpang~·itl: life~tyl~;, :contact th·e ··offic:~.: of.
··Residence ·Life: .:at. 745~·3203 :.for ·further;.·: .
information.
.

_ . .,

-. .:

.

.,

'·.'

,.

·'

··.···

Entertainment
.·: :.:

Cuirrentl

.Kinks·' .concert. runs smooth~
. BV GUS G.ALLUCCI

Put aside the fan that it was at the
·.Gardens .. The Kinks have· proven to
be one of the most consistently positive
bands of this, ~r any other time. Their
structure and style have rema.ined the
be-bop, party-down, rock-hard succesFor the llt.h straight season, the The' Student Acti~ities. Coun~il is
sion of simple chords'that simply corn· CinCinnati/New Orl.eans City Bal- . happy to announce the ~ew ·con-·
pel the average listener_to _get up and_
· let Company is happy to announce tract which has been signed . with
· move! ·
. the upcoming performances of the .the tiny little. movie company. ' ' Show~opener Tom_my Shaw of the
enchanting Ntilcracker. The ballet known· as MGM/United Anists.
fa~ihg StyX; started out' with sqme of
·.has become in Cincinnati what it Not only will this contract allow us
his ·own material including his popular
· has become world-wide - namely to pu.rchase movies at a cheaper
tide track frorri his new release, Girls
a favqrite.It is the stocy of a young ... price, but it allows for some other · · With Guns, but did not stainci make
girl named .Clara and her most. benefits as well . .Included in the· · · any serious noise until b.reaking into
prized. Christmas gift, a rutcracker . .deal is the. promise that as f?a~y·
mini-set. of old. Styx favorites, indoll. In a dream on Christmas Eve,
advenisement. posters will be. pr9~
eluding· "Renegade" Overall, his perthe. young girl is carried away to a · vided as are needed: Our i:unin.t.'
tormance was less than impressive and
magiCal . land : of Snow and the contract allows .fur only tw() ~stds ·
most of the crowd' either. crowded the
Kingd~m of Sweets: The'Corripany · fondveitising pur{>oses: There ·will
outer lobby or was·on their way to the
· show.
is presenting this wondrous journey . also be. no limit as to the number.
With Shaw opening ;md the' recent
beginning on Dec. 21 at 8 pm and· of times that a ·movie can·.· be
continues at various times through sh,own, arid thus students will .. be' ·
the 30th of .the month. Ticket .given .a better ~hance to view d1e
.. prices range from $6 to $22 and ·films when their. schedules allo\Y
arc .now on sale at all Ti~:ketron. . for it. Included in the agenda· f<,>f
outlets,· Home State Savings, and· next. semester's possil;ilc showings·
the !Music . Hall , Box Gffice, Ar- · are: Teachers, Gone With The
rangements can be made by calling
Winff. The Wall, 20!0, Mis.ring iti .
721-8222.
·
·
Action, S11pergirl. Splash, and Ox.:
.,.
., jord Blues. .·
-''

··i\ returning

SAC makes a
·movie deal

'holiday. favorite.
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pop success of th~ Kinks the crowd
was very much a younger .group· than
at Kinks concetts.of old .. But this did
not stop the over-25 die hards from
showing and proviqiQg many helpful
vocals on classics such as "Lola" and ·
"Low Budget". .
The Kinks opened with "On The
Dial" and,· as it goes .with most of
their tunes, it was done in their own
~pirited sing-along fashion. Also in the
first half of the concert were "Where
Have All The Good Times Gone'. :tnd
the brand new "Do It Again" along
with the timeless "Lola".
'
During "Come Dancing'! singer
Ray Davies donned the frisbeed. cap
of XU student John Woulfe, of Xavier
News acdaim. The singer Davies cnhanced the entire evening ·with h!s
antics.
. _Not to be kept ~ut of the limelight
was the respectable but never predict- ·
able Dave Davies ori guitar, who

proved, in numerous solos that being
a Kink is not as. easy as it ·may sound.
Newcomer keyboardist ·Jan Gibbons
who only recen~ly climbed aboard the
tour did his job well:
After a brief set from their latest
album Word of:Mouih, the main program concluded with ''All Day And
All Of The Night"..
•
·Two lengthly encores followed, one
of which included the dassic "You
Really Got Me:.·' '
It was a show carried entirely by the
band, with no extraordinary light or
laser· show, yet nonetheless very entertaining. The Kinks have shown that
the real. key to long-range success lies
not only in creating a popular sound,
but in the ability to create a sound
which can stand the test of time. In
this respect, the Kinks may be moving
up still.in the music wofld, but musically they're where they' first beg~n.

Classical: sounds Getting. into the .
~f the· holidays _ giving spirit
Sund~y. Dec. 16 '~t 8 pm marks
the debut appearance of violinist
. Robert McDuffie with. the Cincinnati Pops Orchestra. A native of ·
· ·Georgia,· Mr. McDuffie woil the
prestigious Samuel Barber Corn·petition· in 1981.. He will .bi:: per-.
· forming with the.· rest of the Pops
. Orchestra in a concensponsored by
Merrill Lynch as the fifth of eight
concerts in the ·Merr.ill Lynch Musical Experience Series.· Fcatthecl
works through the evening"s program will include pieces by Strauss.
Mozart, Lebar, ai1d. Kriesler. The
evening is titled ''A Night In Vi-.
enna" and will focus on some clas'"'
sical sounds .of christmas. Tickets'
for this show ,can be obtained by
·calling the Music Hall.Box Office~
at 721-8222. Pricenange from $8
· ·
to $24. ·

With the .arrival of the. holiday ·
gift-giving seasoii;.· the movie and
inusic industries are currently plishing hard for the chances· to make .
the buck. Both. industries have risen
fr~rn clays in the recent pas[: whicli.
were. ·.filled with uiKertainty and
gloom. No_w; both. arc reaching new
levels .of. moricy. gro~ses and .this
season promises to be n.o exception
to the grmvth trend.' In the· realm
of music. the leaders currentlv are·,
on the singles· chart, · 'OiH. of
Touch•' bv Hall ahd Oates, and on.
the LP ch~rts for yet- an~ther week,
Purple Rain. by Prince and the Rev-·.
olution. Top-grosser for· the ·'week
just past at the box office WaS Missing in Action followed closely .by
The Terminator. Bestselling literature in ·the week just past 'included .
The Talisman, co: written by 'Peter
King and Peter Straub, and for the
non-fiction chans; Iacocca; An Autobiography, by Lee ·lacocca and
William Novak.

50 Grecian 18 Mr. Porter
51 Classroom need .
19 ~·out, damned-, •."
I French head
55. Stu~id ,
24 Part of some
5 Basketball move
59 -Part.)t' meeting of .
newscasts ..
10 Raise· sorts (2 wds.)
Diamond ·bungle
14 October's birth. 61 Footn'ote abbrevi- · 26 Lying f1 at .
stone
ation
27 Omit in pronun15 One-celled animal
62 Miss ·comaneci
c'iation
. l!i.·'50s song, e.g. , .. 63 .Neon-·28 VP in '53 . .
· . (var.)
..
64 Yield
29 Tarnish, .. a~ a
'17 Republican election ·65 Inexperienced
.
:reputation
.· nightmare (2. wds.)
66·.0o in .• as a dragon )O.Competing·.
20 Tyrants ·
·
· ·
31 Actress Verdugo ·
2l.Tennis tournament.
DOWN,"', ·
32 The- .Sisters
favoritP (2 ·wds.):
37 " - 'story"
.
22 Mr. Whitney·.
,
. I Mary·- Lincoln 39. Of ancient W. ItalY·
· 23 to111llon,.tattoo word
2 Fencing. swo·rd .· 45 Casino words ··
·
24 House o f . - ··
3 Scottish caps
46 Adventurous .
,33 Be human · .. ·
4 Romeo. or Juliet;
47 Assam' silkworm.
34 "Inter - · (Lat.) · . .'e.g;··
.
48 lnval idates·
35 Mr. Waggoner5 Party supporter
51 The Ddy'ssey,. for
36 Eat-'--.
6 "-··corny as ..........one.
.
_.
· 38 Undeliverable mail
7 Certain. doc
· 52 Ceremonial,'gari)M!nt:
. or water sprite·
8 Newspaper section, 53 Put -·on
40 Chi'cken -.· ·
-for short
, (cover. up)
:
.41 First~rate ·
9 Washington seaport 54 Dermatological mark
42 Word of warning
10 Dairy product
55 "I cannot tell·
43 Compass point
(2 .wds.) ·
-"
44 Former Time Magazine.!l Opposite of
56 s·uffix for•poet
"Man of the Year"
awe11ther. :
. 57 Legendary Roman ·
12 -·-· fixe.
..
king .. ·
·
· (2 wds.)
49 To be announced:
13 The B.ig Apple's
58 Catch sight of
abbr.
finest (abbr.)
60 .Suffix for block

..ACROSS

Xavlei'Singers filled the University Centeirtieater with th&'.sounds of the Christmas season during the annual
XU Band and Singers Chl:fstmas-concert· ~n Sunday, Dec. 9.
.
.
· .
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X-mas entertainment· guide

r

.

BY M. CORNELIUS RINGSWALD

Albums a·re. here but expensive
Welcome to the ensuing struggle
to find the perfect gift for that ~pe·
cial person. We're all doing it and
we're all going to be having trouble
getting it. The music industry .isn't
making things a~y . easier on the
college student's average bu<;lget,
what with their less-than-reasonable
prices., But there will be more than
. an adequate selection of new releases
to be found for those set on giving
the gift of music.
~
Big name releases for the holiday
season include new albums from the
likes of Big Country, who is following
~~'--~ _smash •debut LP with_ their

were:

second long-play release. entitled

Steel Town;
One of funk's all-time greats, Kool
& the Gang are once again climbing

the charts with their. newest, entitled

Emergency! Some old material from
the days-gone-by of Mr. Rick Spring·
field, including "aruce" a song in
which Springfield relates, how often
he 'is compared, due to similarity in
name, to Bruce Springsteen, is being
released on Mercury records; This
album, entitled Beautiful Feelings,
also iridudes a pre-Ronstandt version _ radio waves. and the LP has beg~n
of !'Just On.e Look" and-a host of· to climb the:Billboard Charts.
:
other tracs from 1978 and '79. .
· ·Rock super-group Foreigner has re~·
And for the fir~t time in, now over leased the :fifth. album of original
. a decade, the British heavy metal mate!ial, entitled ''Agent Provoca·
band of Deep Purple once again has tor~: and has already toasted a hit
. released an LP. The group; composed single entitled "I Wanna- Know
of the crew which brought the name What Love Is''i
.
·
· ·
of Deep Purple to stardom, recorded Movie Soundtracks · include albums
the LP in the basement of an.- old .· from the. yet·to~be-released Dime
abandoned house and released the; and th,e romantic. suspense 'thriller.
tracs under the title Perfect· Thief of Hems .. Toto pe:rforms the
Strangers. The tide cut and the. theme ori the·former, a movie which, ·
op,ening trac •'Knocking , _at · Youi: .cost some· .40 million dollars. in the
· Baek Door" are already spending making. Melissa Manchester per·
forms the title track from• Thief of

Hearts. .

· ·

·

·

Science· ficl'i
Similar situationsawait tho~e'who
will spend time munching popcorn .
and sipping cokes at the movies over
the holiday break. Pr;ces ;u least in
the area . have reached . as high as .
$4.50 for single-seat admission to an ·
evening showing. However there is a
host of new flicks. which will provide
plenty ·of choices for a rainy I snowy
day.
·
.
Perhaps the biggest release to
come is the multi-million dollar ex-·
cursion of the re-creation . of the
1960's novel by Frank Herbert entt· ·
tied Dune. With Sting from the
Police playing a central character. and ·
the ever-popular space-technology
theme provided, the show· is destined
to bring great returns anhe window.
Similarly, the sequel t!> 2001: A
Space Odyssey has been released and
has met with good reviews. 2010:
The Year We Make C~ntilct stars Roy
Scheider.

This week the. riewspoll staff . thirds preferred the · traditional ·
decided .to address several ques~
freshly cut live tree, while, the.
tioi)~ that yoU, always waiued to : .: iemaining third chose instead the
ask,' but
afrai4: to' .. knoW. .Jovely plastic style:.. . . . . .
· Well, thc1se of the staff are al!t'lyS :: · Next, the staff asked students
reaching ·for new depths; so we liVhat the besniate·was to put up.
decided to give our readers some the tree. The results were evenly
truly superfluous informat~on. I. divided for· December 20i:h: ·
know most. students; like myself,
through the 23rd with about 16%
have always had a burning desire for each day. Christmas Eve, how~
tucked deep. inside. to. knew peo- ever,. was the 'most. popular day,.
·pie's p_Mference ·as to . the. type of ··. · receivin«. the refi!aining .34.% . , . ·
Christmas tree, ·and the dates . Our final'.q~i:stion dealt with
· they felt were best to put up and :. the appropriate time to take down
,· take down the'traditional Christ· the tree~ January 2nd through the
mas decoration. After many hours ~th -were thought to be ·rhe. best
ofhardcore newsjwlling, the staff dates receiving 18, 22, 23 and 34
came up with these .!itUnning re~ percentrespectively, whileJanuary.
·suits: ·
·
6th finished a · strong f.tfth by
Of the students polled,. two. ·.stealing •3% of the vote.

Future plans made
· . ' Plans have' .been ~ade . for riext" • des being left in our feature writer
semester.''Withanyluck and a good'. section. For those of you who enjoy
deal of help' . from the staff, . the the arts and have the know· to write
Entertainment section hopes .to ··ren" .. and gi~ others the know;· please call
ovate. ovi:r the ChristmaS break and John Birkenhauser ·at 661·2H7 for
' ··
appear slightly different next year, more _information~ · : .·
198~. In keeping· with your basic
-New sections opening up for next .
irriprovemerit I expansion policy, the · sdnester's section will be in the areas ·
.editors' are riow seeking qualified 'of ·literimire .reviews .and jazz .,and
individuals to climb aboard and a$. · dassical.IJlusie critiques._ If _you fit
sist in th~· efforts of the next several . the bill .and· can provide the· publ.ic
months.
.. .
, •· .. '..
with knowledgeable insight on either
··Our. staff is currently :looking for or -both of the aboves; please contact
.. .
two (2) more· people to work in ··.Tim Sassen ,at x355L
assistance of the Poll. Position. De- ., Or, if you are simply interested in
tails' 'and resp'onsi.bilities ,(an be . ~oarding ship and providing what'
learned by calling Dr. Ringswald ':u .. wonder abilities you possess, please
' . .
·. feel fre~ to stop by the news office
.
x3835.
.
In addition, it appears_.that .four -or !'all and leave a message. The
news :offi.ce
number is ic3561.
.more are required to fiiLthe-vacan···
.
.....

Tiu~rt oril'c·wa.S a Woffian named Bross,·
who read a. postscriPt and rurned aoss.
thoug~ those in· theii'·l·ars ..
daimc.·d she hal:lited all hars,
PROOI' lay in: rite focr· she g01 losL ·
h wa5 on a road rally one night,
when thosc·in ~er car took. a frig~t.
With her ~irC"dions to.Quinn,
·• long'rr<k ro begin,
· ._
• her silbricry sank wirh the lighL
Tire srory's nur rhrough you sec,

Francis Coppol~ bring~ yet another
of his major expenditures to the.
screen~ . this time with ·Mr. Richard
Gere in the central role. The new
film entitled The Cotton Club, por·
trays the days of swing and mafia
in. upper class: New York society.

Mik~, I h~d a .fan~astic timr on our datt~. I hope ~-t· ·,;n
d~ 1~ _agam someumc.· soon .. - Pam P.S, How is ·ph)·si~·s
cnmmg?
Jusr me, It's me. M<'. 123-1
Gin, You air-born mama! Jl .
ComPuter pmgf..unming majors knuv.· how to pmgram
it.' LP
.
.
.
• .

Tom· Selleck doris a new face with
Mtlan.ie - Hmm, I ran Pogo, can }'Ou? JL
more of a. serious bent [him' that of !;:T,.o~~eh;!:~:~;.,~"'n'r tor fr..r.
Monal, Bang Bang! JK
-Mr. Magnum. Selleck plays Ramsay rhry chucked her Ill the srre~r. l>rhis ·"OPPRESS THE R.A.'S )'<ar" or. what - signed
' h
11 ' S
1 ' ·R
a \'t',Y familiar plan· for ller to be.
someone w~o misses his friend, an R.A.
. · .'
10 t e new fl· tar re ease unaway,
You might rhink this i>osi5cripr is a ioss,
a futuristic action-adven_ture film. from boredom )'Our. rrcrh )'OU might Ooss.
S_HEU.Y :- ,..,.n't the AI burn Aires famasitc - <SP<: ·
<tally the·lloorshow. l'w: rickets fur their next cotKen
Also being released by Tri-Star i.s th_e . bur norhings much sadder,
wanra comr? Mark.
·
·
·
·
· '
savr im ~rupring bladder,
sequel.to the· first wave of breakd· -than rhr rrurh rhar.is behind RENT A BROSS.
do ya say.#IO?!!!!
ance· films.· Breakin 2 premiers- this Orar Carol, HAPPY BIRTHDAY!!! Lovr, Singers
Okay big girl...ralk it -up. ·
weekend at theatres·across· the land. 'P.s. Bill R.•. ~nrr noi runfi>r pr<sidenr: he'll probably·. Karr:, four sprm."
Boii' office. records· nave·:. already .. furgrno sbow.up fur-his inauguration.- .
, " .
. Called up ibe frunr officr.:.bingo ... goi 'sears in the front •'
bee~ bent -and. broken by. the 'new , t.fO. What better rime rhan 3:00am! You'rr definiirh·
row fi>t tit< LADY MUSKIES game againsr Toledo
Eddie Murphy film released little wonh rhr rime. Wh:ir a grou!J! PN
.
.
11 ;. i= being )'Diu moinmare. I hope )'lll t.a.. _ Aaialihh:BIWJJ. .. whadya do ro the dri\'t'Wa)'?
· :.-·._over .one· w.eek ~go: in its. first. two · aSue,
Meny Cltrisunas. Pam . .·
.
·
.
· Arr they sick yr:r dear? fovr ""'erh<2n
days,'-th~ film grossed over 2 miliion Jeanne, I am having fun being )'OUr Kris Kringl<< Gum · 'Jrow. abour. our tiew bathroom!!! .
. ..
·
.
·
·dollars. Beverly Hills Cop is ~ com· Who??
·..:·Anyone inu:rtsu:d in a,l-kli-Skii~1g trip ~r ~-ffi¥ mnr:in
x-3872 _
,
.
edy . adventure in .classiC. Murphy Bfondie. May'"" lady in Kd strike again!! .
- style.
'
.
..
Mary - Havr a Mi:rry Chri;rmas ·- T,Y nor to .lose )UUr . 2 south reunion dinner: Thursday@???
And last but no. t least, • from ·John .. rtrrnal beauty' ai-r brrak. And:srop wearing rhoS.. blur Hey SinJ!'ts! Grear show! Merry X-Mas! Uope mu liked
pants and smiling ar ·~ rhar way ·or I ma): ha\'r 1n do
. ".
Carpenter, creator of Michael' Myers something we both_a.. going 10 enjoy. Donald Duck . ' the- sranding ov;uion! Todd · .
in Halloween, comes a science fiction MMB.- 21 h<aiiriful. wtinderful \'ears. How''""' ir fed? "The sun shines on those who· haw: friends lik )'lU"
Tom Selleck dodges bullets as• Jlck Ramsey In th~ acllol'l, adventure film
Tom, Mi'h'*'· Sue-Huw abour a spii1 in my pinto?
movie with a twist. Starman stars ·:-:PC:::B:::--c-:-:'-:::-:--..,..:.-:-"--:-'----'"-...;;:;,"---- :Ti~,
mmus rhr rare. SEH
Run•w•y.
_' · · · .· · · · ·
·
·.· ·
:_
·, · Charles
Martin-Smith of Never Cry MMB- You'll always be.rbe only one in niy heart. IV?. II'. f:
d h I d h .
Love; PCB
.·
'
. . . . .
. . I'm Sandi, I'm Sandi!
·" . .w 011 ·.· IIJlle an . as , ea · c aracters .
,
·
0
· ·f ff. · d · d
I
·Sur, "I'm so exdred" JK :·
· Fondue Regales at Mirion·art the besr!. Thanks. guys ..
·..._-_o.·.Je. B_.ri ges an ){aren A len.
M H
. SEf:l
.. .
. .
ary - Havran rndlrnt day!! And a grrar weekend; ·

r.:..,.~~~-:--r-:::~~~~~~~::KK~·===·==··=·=·'==·=·::;;;====.

' .Beautiful
SensationalB,jovialj:,
s . . Miraculous
' . . . . !11.:. Tonight at Gumbi<s
" -

. "\ .KNOW YOUR OPTIONS' . :·r~e
T ·, . . Low Price lnsurance
~~~~.p-::.:"~:=:~n~~:=.r:...;~~o:.:;;·~:;:::e~::...p..:..''_;_;__.,;:----'----.
ra... ...· .- :·.~ _A_.-_·u.tos- C.yc~es_'· .- .··n.~na~ts . .

frr<dom. ro be )Uurself, standing up _fo.Whar )'OU
e . ' . belrrvr. rn agatn!l all adds being at pea<r with ).iurself.

,

..

i::::E:::i.

•11 D

_

·.Yoii'clncaUme"BIIr' ·:.:~:·.:·.:·':"~·.· g~"·"~·: :871-3340
._._:·.:,,,:.

.:·':Hap!Jy Biithday. Rob and Cheryl!! Sandi
.
.'Soiry bi.u,.l did~'r raich the !"<airing of rhr l:ist one; ii

··"•P<dme: ..

' . . 1.~-;~. .:
.':"'

··.·..

· ·

· · · ··

·.·· ..
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A Cincinnati Christmas
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•

OVERSEAS E""'I.OYMENT ·
WORLD-~SIDE .OPPORTUNITIES F'OR MEN AND WOMEN!
JAPAN · EUROPE · AFRICA ' AUSTRALIA · THE SOUTH
PACIFIC-SOUTHAMERIC.A ·THE FAR EAST .
. EXCELLENT BENEFITS. HIGHER SALARIES AND WAGES!
FREE TRANSPORTATION! GENEROUS VACATIONS!
More than 300,000 Americans
Japan, Africa, The i South
,-- not including -members of
Pacific, The Far East,i South
the armed services-- are
Amei:ica ... nearly every part
riow living overseas.· These
of the free world!
people are engaged in nearly
( 3 ) . Com pan i e s a n d
-eve r y p o s s i b I e a c ti v i ·
G o v e r n m en t a g e n c i c s
ty ... construction, engineeremploying personnel in nearing, sales, transportation,
ly every occupation, from
secretarial work, accoun- . the unskilled laborer to the
ting, manufacturing, oil
college trained professional
refining, teaching, nursing,
!Jlan or woman.
government, etc.-etc. And
(.4). Firms and organiza·
·in any are earning $2,000 to
lions engaged in foreign con$5,000 per month ... or more!
struction projects, manufacTo allow you the opturing, mining, oil refining,
.portunity · to apply for
engineering, sales, services,
overseas employment, we
teaching, etc., etc.
have researched and compil(5). How and where to ap·
ed a new and exciting direcply for overseas Government
tory on overseas employjobs.
ment. Here is just sample
(6). Information about
i
of . what our . IDteraaUoaal
summer jobs.
vieW of the city and Its ~rations.
Employment Dlreetory
(7): You will receive our
. covers. .
.
Employment Opportunity
· ' (1). Our International
Digest ... jam-packed with in·
Employment Dtreetory lists
formation about current job
dozens of cruise ship com·
opportunities. Special sec·
panies, both on the east and
lions features news of
west coast. You will be told
overseas· construction pro·
what type of positions the
jects, . executive positions
. ···~ CrUiSe s'hip- companies. hire,
and teaching opportunities.
such · a s deck h a nd s .·
. 90 Day MoDey'
restaurant help, cooks,
Baek Guarantee
bartenders, just. to name a
Our lnt~rnational Employfew. You 'wili also receive
ment Directory is sent to you
several E:mployment Ap·
with this guarantee.· If for
any reason you do not obtain
plication .Forms that you
may send·. directly to- the
overseas employment or you
companies. you would like to . are not satisfied with the job
work for.
offers ... simply return our
(2). Firms and organiza"
Directory within 90 days and
lions employing all types of
we'll refund your inoney pro·
personnel in . Australia,
mptly ... noquestions asked.
1

a

~-···

A ride lh!OUgh downtOWn Cincinnati In • .,O,.. drawn carr!•ae pnwldes •

scen.1c

ORDER FORM
International Employment Directory
131 E.lm a Dr. Dept. T21
·
Centralia, WA 98531

.

/

.

.

.I

. Please send me a copy of your International. Employment
, Dlreetory. I understand that I ·may use this fnformation for go\
days and if I am. not satisfhid .with the results, I may return
your Directory for; an immediate_ refund. On that basis I'm
enclosing $20.00 cash .... check, ... or money order .... for your
. - .
.
.
.
. D~tory. ..
NAME_~--~_:__·· ____
. ___
' ______:~-------------.

·

· · please prinr

.ADDRESS ____·__· _ _ _ _ APTL___ ___
CITY.

----~STATE

, ____ -.

ZIP

Internatio.n,al Employment Directory 1984

X•rltlr N.W. phoiO editor
cn.plly.
·,

.
·,·,·· ..

.
,',.

~th &iucklioff vi~~. th8 W.etln .Hottl in ~~n ~lncl~natl to ·.e. tllelr, ~h~etm••
..

.

.

:;.: . ·.

'
1-....;..----~-~~-~--------
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THE FASTEST••.•
.FREE DELIVERY-IN 'IOWN.; _·._
.· · .·. -. ·.... _•. _. · st
.

.

.

. ·-._; > • . . · ·•·

. . . ,-

',

. :-·.-·.

'

..

.

r:t

-

.
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.

.. d t\18
.
. tr,e. . .·e be . .
.'(ou''~e . tr'/ tt1 . ·_ . . ·.
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XAVIER.· Nfl\'J ,..· -·_· . - - .· _· ·EDGECLIFF
Call
Call
53'1-D001
.<751 ""7300
I,

.•

. -. · . · (This Pepph1o's Delivers Cold Beer) · ·

.

Delicious Hot Plzza:(Pan Pizza~ tooll)
.Hoagy& - L~sagrta ~ Spaghetti ~ Ptista ·
Garlic Bread - ~lzza Bread - Cold Beer It: Pop
.

.

·. ...

.

.

.

..

..................

.

LARGE

i

~

_

.

:..

.

.

.

.'

.

. .
'

.

_·

·,
. . ..

.
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$T~K HOAGIES ISOC.Oft!
WITH ANY ORDEAl i .•......· ~ly-~5~~95• .· ~ :.· ~- . l _ANYPEPPI~O'SPASTAI)Itt~ER_
' 1 0 Q · ···I:-- Clift•·
·
·
·
·
•
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
.
La1agna, Spaghetti' or IJupreme. . : .
onlone, end plcklel.f.... on ..._. h....
_ .... . :
·
GARLiC BREAD.

.

.-·

:.

.

---~---------------.,--------~-~~-~·-·~-.----~·
I
'•

-·

...

2 LARGE

.. '_ ..

.

0111"
.

I

---------.. ---

•

.

. . .
·

1

:I

.

Limit one coupon per orelw. Good,onllf with coupon. Expir• 12131/84.

.

Limit one coupon per cm~er. Good onl!f with CO\Ipon. Expll'll 12/31/M· - • ·
·.
.
•
·.
..
.
. ._ .
·
· . .• . ·· .

1
. il

..

Limito_necouponperorder.. Goodonly'withcoiiJ)!In, ·_-:
.
· ·
· · .· .
·
· ::
· ._·
, .Expirea 1213tl84 . · . ·. · .. .

-----~---!l'··-----t··'!·-~----------:----------------------~--·r·~----------

. --'"'!!·--··'!'_..

1!'~---

.

1· 2 LARGE STEAK H.c)AGIE$ . _._ DINN:R F~R,4 ..• ·... ·
8 •..95. - ;,· ;.· 11 . ... only
-·· .$.5 . ··95'···
·., . ....
.,only ~-....•1'8.:85.
,
1
. . • . . . . . _. ._
~ ·. .
1!•

o•N':R F-OR
_ _ · 2 ..·
only

12" 2 ITIM PIZZA·
PLUI 1 LITER BOTTLE OF COK.

.

1

Limit- CO\Ipon per orelw. Good cinl!f with coupon. Explr• 12131/14. 1 •

11"
PIIZA . .
--_ ·
ChHM,onlo_n,,end~cklelf~~nallll~g-'* .. IPLUS 2_~1TEpt ·aoTTLI."O~..C!OKE .
Limit one coupon I * orMI'. Good onl!f ~!fith coupon. Explr• 12131/14

_..
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Limit_ one coupon per o_rder. Good onllf with coupon.
Expirft 12/31/84
· ,

.
· ·

